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a b s t r a c t
We have previously tested paclitaxel nanocrystals (PTX-NCs) in tumor murine models and learned that the nanocrystal formulation could achieve similar and superior anticancer efﬁcacy to the conventional Taxol® formulation, but with signiﬁcantly reduced side-effects. The nanocrystals were not coated with any surfactants and a
majority of the injected dose was taken up by the liver (N 40%), while a minimal amount was present in the
blood circulation and quickly eliminated. The aim of this work was to treat the surface of PTX-NCs with PEGbased polymers and examine the impact by surface coating on biodistribution, pharmacokinetics, and tumor retention. Testing in tumor-bearing mice showed that PTX-NCs treated with Pluronic® F68 (PEG-PPG-PEG block
polymer) signiﬁcantly enhanced blood circulation of the drug and accumulation in tumor tissue. The absolute
amount reaching the tumor, however, was still minimal relative to the dose.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Nanocrystal (NC) formulation is a viable delivery platform, particularly for the cases of poorly soluble drugs [1–5]. Formulated into solid
particles, drug NCs offer some unique advantages that traditional systems ﬁnd difﬁcult to match [6–8]. As the most stable physical state, crystals can maintain both the physical and chemical stability of the drug
substance better than solubilized and/or encapsulated formulations.
For nanocrystals that are produced directly by solution crystallization
[9], surfactant use is generally minimal, thereby reducing possible
toxic side-effects introduced by the surfactants. Drug loading can
reach N90% even after surfactant coating. All these merits may lead to
consistent and predictable biological performance.
Over the last few years, our laboratory was able to produce NCs of
anticancer drugs via solution crystallization without the use of surfactants or excipients [10–15]. We subsequently examined the antitumor
effects of the drug nanocrystals in murine xenograft models. Our results
indicated that, compared with conventional solubilization/encapsulation formulations, the carrier-free nanocrystal system could achieve either similar or better antitumor efﬁcacy with signiﬁcantly reduced toxic
effects [10,12]. Our biodistribution and pharmacokinetic data also
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showed that paclitaxel (PTX) NCs were rapidly cleared from blood circulation by the mononuclear phagocyte system (MPS), with N 40% of
injected dose found in the liver [12]. The enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect was limited in this case, accounting for b1% of the
injected nanocrystals as tumor-associated. Since these nanocrystals
were not surface-coated by any surfactants, they are expected to be hydrophobic, thereby contributing to the signiﬁcant uptake by phagocytes
in the liver of the PTX-NCs. It is, thus, interesting to evaluate whether
surface modiﬁcation of the drug nanocrystals, ideally by non-chemical
means, could lead to reductions in liver uptake and increases in tumor
accumulation.
PEGylation or surface treatment of a drug delivery system with PEG
(polyethylene glycol) has been demonstrated to be effective in
prolonging the circulation of many different delivery systems [16–21].
Various studies have illustrated that surface treatment enhances drug
accumulation in tumor tissues when the EPR effect is prominent [22–
24]. It is believed that the PEG polymer coating interacts preferentially
with water molecules and forms a hydrophilic steric barrier that shields
the delivery system from immediate recognition, opsonization, and
elimination by the immune system [25,26].
The purpose of this study was to treat the surface of PTX-NCs with
PEG-based surfactants and investigate its impact on the biodistribution
and pharmacokinetics of the treated nanocrystals in mice. It was believed that the physical adsorption of the polymers could lower MPS uptake, prolong systemic circulation, and improve tumor accumulation. In
the study, Pluronic® F68 was used as the surfactant for treating PTX-
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NCs. By doping nanocrystals with tritium-labeled PTX in the crystallization process, quantitative analyses of the drug concentration in the
major organs and tumor of treated animals could be determined by
scintillation counting. In addition, as described in our previous studies
[12], a near-infrared (NIR) dye was physically integrated within the
drug nanocrystals to enable full-body ﬂuorescence imaging of live animals. Quantitative comparison of the biodistribution determined by
scintillation and optical imaging was then performed. Signiﬁcant improvement was seen in the biodistribution and pharmacokinetics of
drug nanocrystals as a result of the surface treatment.
2. Materials and experimental procedures
2.1. Materials
Paclitaxel (N 99.5% purity) was purchased from LC Laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA). Tritium-labeled paclitaxel (3H-PTX, ≥97% chemical purity, 0.145 mCi/mL) was purchased from Moravek Biochemicals and
Radiochemicals Co. (Brea, CA, USA). Indocyanine Green (maximum excitation wavelength, λex = 760 nm; maximum emission, λem =
810 nm), Pluronic F68 and Cremophor EL® were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). Saline (0.9% w/v sodium chloride) for injection was obtained from Nerl Diagnostics Co. (Baltimore,
MD, USA). Gibco® folate free RPMI-1640 medium and fetal bovine
serum (FBS) were purchased from Life Technologies Co. (Grand Island,
NY, USA). McCoy's 5A medium was provided by Corning Co. (Corning,
NY, USA). Soluene® 350 was purchased from Perkin Elmer Inc. (Waltham, MA, USA). Ethanol was purchased from Decon Labs Inc. (King of
Prussia, PA, USA).
2.2. Nanocrystal preparation
Paclitaxel pure nanocrystals (PTX-NCs) and paclitaxel hybrid
nanocrystals integrated with indocyanine green (ICG) (PTX-ICG-NCs)
were produced by the same anti-solvent method reported earlier [10,
12]. Brieﬂy, 1 mL of paclitaxel (3 mg/mL) ethanol solution was introduced to 20 mL deionized water in a 3-neck ﬂask that was placed in a
sonication water bath. The solution was then agitated with a stirrer
shaft. Upon crystallization, the suspension was ﬁltered through a 50nm polycarbonate ﬁlter and the retentate was air dried prior to re-suspension in deionized water with a high-sheer homogenizer. The same
procedure was used to produce hybrid nanocrystals, with the exception
that ICG was dissolved in the deionized water prior to the introduction
of the ethanol solution. Similarly, tritium-labeled nanocrystals were
produced by adding 1 mL ethanol solution of 3 mg/mL (1.234 mCi/
mol) of 3H-paclitaxel to the crystallization medium.
To treat the nanocrystals with surfactant, 3 mg of PTX nanocrystals
were re-suspended into 20 mL of 2% F68 solution for 10 min via bath
sonication. The mixture was kept for 3 h at 4 °C, followed by triplicate
centrifugation-washing-resuspension cycles in order to remove any
loosely bound polymers.
Prior to each intravenous injection, the nanocrystals were
suspended in saline at a concentration of 2 mg/mL. The Taxol formulation was prepared by dissolving the drug in a 50:50 mixture of ethanol
and Cremophor EL® and adjusted with saline to 2 mg/mL.
2.3. Characteristics of PTX nanocrystals
2.3.1. Particle size and distribution
Particle size and size distribution of the nanocrystals were measured
by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS instrument (Zetasizer 3000HS, Malvern, Worcestershire, UK) at 25 °C.
Each formulation was suitably diluted with saline to avoid multiple
scattering. Each sample was measured in triplicate. DLS measures diffusion of suspended particles by detecting their Brownian motions. The
particle size is then calculated from diffusion coefﬁcient using Stokes-
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Einstein equation assuming spherical particle shape. It offers an estimate of particle size for non-spherical particles.
2.3.2. Morphology
Nanocrystals were examined using a scanning electron microscope
(Nova Nano SEM, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA). Samples were dried under
ambient conditions and then sputter-coated with gold palladium (Au/
Pd) for 1 min prior to imaging.
2.3.3. Quantiﬁcation of PTX and 3H-PTX
An HPLC system (Agilent 1100, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) was
used to determine the concentration of paclitaxel. The mobile phase
consisted of acetonitrile and double-distilled water (50:50, v/v), with
a ﬂow rate of 1 mL/min. A UV detector was used and the absorption
wavelength was set at 228 nm. An RP-18 column (4.6 mm × 150 mm,
pore size 5 μm, Agilent Corporation, Philadelphia, PA, USA) was
employed.
3
H levels in the radio-labeled nanocrystals were quantiﬁed with a
liquid scintillation counter (Tri-Carb® 2900 TR Liquid Scintillation Analyzer, Packard BioScience Company, PerkinElmer Inc., Waltham, MA,
USA). In general, a biological specimen (blood, tissue, or tumor) was
ﬁrst treated with 0.7 mL of Soluene 350. The sample was then held in
a 50–60 °C oven until it was completely solubilized, yielding a yellowish
solution. The sample was then cooled to room temperature and decolorized by mixing with 0.3 mL 30% hydrogen peroxide over 4 h. HionicFluor scintillation cocktail (4 mL) was ﬁnally added to the sample and
quenched in the dark for 1 h, prior to scintillation counting.
2.3.4. Polymer concentration in polymer-coated PTX nanocrystals
The F68 concentration in the polymer-coated nanocrystals was measured by an HPLC equipped with a charged aerosol detector (CAD). The
chromatographic system consisted of an Agilent 1200 HPLC system
(Agilent 1200, Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with a pump,
autosampler, temperature-controlled column compartment with a
switching valve, and a Corona® CAD detector (ESA, Inc. Chelmsford,
MA, USA). The analytical column used for separation was an Eclipse
XDB-Phenyl column (2.1 mm × 150 mm, pore size 5 μm, Agilent Corporation, Philadelphia, PA, USA). The CAD settings were as follows: nebulizer temperature at 50 °C, and gas pressure between 3.3 and 3.6 bar.
The mobile phase consisted of 0.1% acetic acid in water and 0.1% acetic
acid in acetonitrile at a ﬂow rate of 0.25 mL/min.
2.4. In vivo studies
Two human cancer cell lines, KB (nasopharyngeal epidermal carcinoma) and HT-29 (human colon adenocarcinoma), were obtained
from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA, USA).
KB cells were cultured in folate free RPMI-1640 medium, while HT-29
cells were cultured in McCoy's 5A medium. Each medium was supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin streptomycin and cells were cultured at 37 °C in a humidiﬁed atmosphere containing 5% CO2. The cells
were passaged from T-ﬂasks using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA after reaching
approximately 90% conﬂuence.
Female nude outbred mice (Tac:Cr:(NCr)-Foxn1 Nu) were obtained
from Taconic Co. (Hudson, NY, USA) at 4–5 weeks of age (15–20 g) and
kept under speciﬁc-pathogen-free condition for 1 week. before study.
The animal experiment was approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of Purdue University.
Table 1
Particle size and Zeta potentials of PTX-NCs.
Nanocrystals

Particle size (nm)

PDI

Zeta potentials (mV)

PTX-NCs
PTX/ICG-NCs
F68-PTX/ICG-NCs

174 ± 13
163 ± 13
187 ± 8

0.27 ± 0.04
0.20 ± 0.04
0.21 ± 0.02

−14.8 ± 0.6
−27.3 ± 1.8
−30.8 ± 0.6
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Fig. 1. SEM images of (A) PTX-NCs, (B) PTX-ICG-NCs hybrid nanocrystals, and (C) F68-PTX-ICG-NCs. Scale bar: 1 μm.

The tumor model in the study was established by subcutaneous injection of 3 × 106 HT-29 cells (100 μL) under the right arm and
3 × 106 KB cells (100 μL) under the left arm of nude mice. Tumors
were allowed to grow for 9 d – average tumor size reached 200 mm3
– before randomly dividing the mice into 4 treatment groups to minimize weight and tumor size variations among the groups (4 mice per
group). The groups were treated with either Taxol, PTX-NCs, or F68PTX-NCs at a dose of 20 mg/kg via tail vein injection. Individual body
weights were monitored every day. Antitumor activity was evaluated
in terms of tumor size (V), estimated by the following equation, V =
(L × W2) / 2, where L is the longest and W is the shortest dimension
of the tumor perpendicular to the length. After 7 days of treatment,
the mice were sacriﬁced and the tumor tissues were removed and
weighed.

To determine the biodistribution of F68-treated PTX-NCs, the animal
preparation was conducted under the same protocol as described
above. Tritium-labeled F68-PTX-ICG-NCs were administered intravenously once at a dose of 20 mg/kg via the tail vein injection. Each
mouse received approximately 1 μCi of 3H-PTX. At each predetermined
time interval of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 24 h, followed by 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
and 7 days, 4 mice were anesthetized with 3% isoﬂurane and imaged
with an IVIS in vivo imaging system (Caliper IVIS Lumina II,
PerkinElmer, Inc. Waltham, MA, USA). The excitation bandpass ﬁlter
was set at 760 nm and emission was at 830 nm. Throughout the imaging
process, 2% isoﬂurane delivery to an animal was maintained via a nose
cone. All images were analyzed with IS2000MM software (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA). Following the live imaging, mice were euthanized by
CO2 asphyxiation and cervical dislocation. Blood, tumors from both

Fig. 2. Tumor volume progression of mice xenografted with (A) HT-29 cells and (B) KB cells treated with PTX-NCs, F68-PTX-NCs, Taxol, and saline, respectively. (C) Weights of excised
tumors for each treatment group, measured at day 7. (D) Body weights of tumor-bearing mice was monitored for 7 days after drug injection. Each data point is presented as mean ±
SD (n = 4). *p b 0.05.
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Fig. 3. Drug biodistribution of F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs in the blood, tumors and major organs after intravenous administration at a dose of 20 mg/kg (n = 4). Each data point is normalized by
the weight of the targeted organ.

Fig. 4. Drug biodistribution of F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs in the tumors and major organs as the percentage of the intravenously injected dose (20 mg/kg) (n = 4).
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Table 2
Pharmacokinetic parameters of pure and F68-coated PTX nanocrystals. Each data is presented as mean ± standard deviation with n = 4.

Cmax (μg/g)
AUC(0-t) (h × μg/g)
Cl_F (g/h/kg)
MRT (h)

PTX-NCs

F68-PTX-NCs

3.0 ± 0.5
22.4 ± 19.0
668.1 ± 553.1
22.4 ± 16.0

2.4 ± 1.3
48.2 ± 8.3
137.3 ± 136.8
33.4 ± 2.0

sides of the ﬂank, and major organs were excised from the animals,
washed with cold saline, dried on ﬁlter paper, weighed, and imaged
with IVIS. The samples were stored at − 70 °C until scintillation
analyses.

surfactant concentration, it was found that the F68 content in the F68PTX-NCs measured by HPLC-CAD was 20.1 ± 2.2% by weight (i.e., the
ratio of F68 mass to the sum of the F68 and paclitaxel masses). However,
when F68-PTX-NCs were washed, centrifuged, and re-suspended for
three times, the polymer content was 4.97 ± 0.5%. As such, it is likely
that the actual amount of F68 that was tightly bound to the nanocrystals
for the animal studies could be much lower than the experimentally
measured value. All three samples had small PDI values around 0.2, indicating narrow size distributions. The nanocrystals exhibited well-deﬁned, rod-like morphologies with a long axis of approximately
200 nm in average by SEM (Fig. 1), as reported previously [12]. Radio-labeled nanocrystals were not measured or imaged due to safety concerns; however, they were expected to have similar sizes and
morphologies as shown in Fig. 1 since the same crystallization methods
were used for their production.

2.5. Pharmacokinetics calculation and statistical analysis
3.2. Antitumor efﬁcacy
Non-compartmental pharmacokinetic analysis (NCA) was used to
analyze in vivo drug plasma concentrations at various time points
with Phoenix 64 (Pharsight Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, USA). The program was used to analyze pharmacokinetics parameters including the
maximum plasma drug concentration (Cmax), the area under the plasma
concentration time curve (AUC), total body clearance (CL), and the
mean residence time (MRT) of PTX nanocrystals.
All data is presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) of independent measurements unless stated otherwise. Student's t-test or oneway analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for signiﬁcance evaluation. A p-value of b 0.05 was considered to be statistically signiﬁcant
and b 0.01 was considered to be of high signiﬁcance.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Nanocrystal characterization
The average particle size of PTX pure and hybrid nanocrystals, determined by DLS (Table 1), was 174 ± 13 nm for PTX-NCs. Physical integration of ICG into the crystals (PTX-ICG-NCs) produced slightly
smaller particles (163 ± 13 nm), whose ICG content in the nanocrystals
was found to be 3.38 ± 0.26% before coating the PTX-NCs with F68.
After F68 coating, the particle size increased to 187 ± 8 nm. However,
the particle size changes are not statistically signiﬁcantly. Because of
safety concerns, the radio-labeled nanocrystals for treating the animals
were not washed and centrifuged after being incubated with F68. Accordingly, using non-radio-labeled nanocrystals to estimate the

To investigate the antitumor effects of the drug nanocrystals, tumorbearing mice were treated with either PTX-NCs or F68-PTX-NCs, using
Taxol and saline as control groups. Each animal was implanted with
HT-29 and KB cells, respectively, on opposing ﬂank areas. Tumor volumes as a function of time were monitored and the results are shown
in Fig. 2. Tumor volumes of HT-29 treated with either PTX-NCs or F68PTX-NCs were consistently smaller than those observed with Taxol
treatment throughout the whole observation period, with the F68PTX-NCs exhibiting slightly higher efﬁcacy than untreated PTX-NCs toward tumor growth inhibition. Nonetheless, the efﬁcacy difference between the treatment types was statistically insigniﬁcant among the
groups. During the ﬁrst four days after drug injection, tumor growth
suppression was almost complete for all three treatment groups. Tumors started to re-grow after 4 days, with growth rates observed to be
faster in the Taxol group than the other two groups. We attribute
these observations to rapid drug elimination after the single injection
of the Taxol formulation. These results also suggest that the nanocrystal
PTX dispersions produce longer half times in tumor tissue, as previously
observed [12]. Similar trends in antitumor efﬁcacy were observed in KB
tumor volume experiments (Fig. 2B). Tumors that were treated with either PTX-NCs or F68-PTX-NCs were smaller in volume and mass than
those by Taxol (Fig. 2B and C). Our results also showed that HT-29 tumors were more sensitive to PTX treatment than KB tumors.
Body weight of the animals was monitored as a general measure of
treatment toxicity (Fig. 2D). Weight loss was generally lower for the
nanocrystal-treated groups than for the Taxol-treated mice. Body

Fig. 5. Drug percentage of intravenously injected F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs (20 mg/kg) in KB and HT-29 tumors as the percentage (n = 4).
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Fig. 6. In vivo imaging of HT-29 and KB tumor-bearing mice after i.v. injection of F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs from (A) dorsal and (B) ventral views.
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weight loss was 3.0 ± 8.2% and 3.3 ± 6.5% on day 7, for mice treated
with PTX-NCs and F68-PTX-NCs, respectively; whereas body weights
of the Taxol treated group were reduced signiﬁcantly, reaching 9.9 ±
7.3% on day 7. Between the two nanocrystal treatment groups, the
F68-cotated formulation seemed to be better tolerated as there was
no signiﬁcant reduction in body weight until day 5. These results
show that the nanocrystal formulations exhibited less systemic toxicity
than Taxol, which is known to cause hypersensitivity reactions and
cardiotoxicity due to its solubilizing agent, Cremophor EL [27–29]. Overall, our results indicate that the F68-PTX-NCs and PTX-NCs exert comparable or better therapeutic efﬁcacies with less systemic toxicity than the
conventional PTX formulation.

3.3. Biodistribution of drug nanocrystals
Our previous study indicated that a large portion of pure PTX-NCs
were taken up by the liver immediately after the formulation was administered intravenously to tumor-bearing mice [12]. This study was
intended to evaluate the impact of PEG-based surfactant-coated drug
nanocrystals on the biodistribution of PTX-NCs. Tritium-labeled F68PTX-NCs (F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs) were administered by tail vein injection into nude mice that were implanted subcutaneously on opposing
ﬂanks with HT-29 and KB tumors. Note that, due to radiation safety concerns, the polymer-coated 3H-PTX nanocrystals were not subjected to
washing-centrifugation-reconstitution cycles and used directly in the
animals. The drug concentration in the blood, heart, liver, spleen,
lungs, kidneys, and tumors that were collected from euthanized animals
was measured by scintillation counting at predetermined time points
(Figs. 3 and 4). Within 15 min of administration, the drug was detected
in the major organs.
Compared with our previous results [12], the impact by the polymer
treatment was substantial. First, the drug concentration increased signiﬁcantly in blood circulation. The blood concentrations of drug
15 min after Taxol and PTX-NCs administration were 12.14 ± 1.01
and 1.76 ± 2.08 μg/g [12], respectively, while the concentration reached
47.83 ± 53.64 μg/g at the same time point when F68-PTX-NCs were administered. F68 coating of the PTX-NCs led to the increase in blood concentration by 27 and 4 times, respectively, compared with using pure
drug nanocrystals and Taxol. Interestingly, the enhancement showed
different blood elimination trends. Relative to pure PTX-NCs, F68-PTXNCs yielded higher blood drug concentrations 23.0, 22.5, 8.6, 5.3 and
2.2 times at 0.25, 0.5, 1, 8 and 24 h, respectively. Increased drug retention by F68-PTX-NCs relative to Taxol was also demonstrated by concentration ratios of 3.9, 4.2, 4.0, 8.5 and 6.7 at the same time points,

clearly showing that the nanocrystals were eliminated more slowly
from blood circulation than Taxol.
We thereby infer from these ﬁndings that PTX-NCs surface modiﬁcation with F68 yielded a signiﬁcant blood circulation enhancement.
Without the PEG-based polymers, the highly hydrophobic surface of
the nanocrystals is expected to signiﬁcantly promote adhesion of complement proteins in the plasma [30]. In contrast, the adsorption of hydrophilic chains onto the crystal surface can lead to a reduction in
protein binding and subsequent recognition by RES [31–34]. It is expected that the hydrodynamic processes in blood circulation can signiﬁcantly peel off adsorbed F68, especially those loosely bound to the surface. A
small proportion of those tightly bound could still produce a signiﬁcant
enhancement in the blood circulation of the polymer-coated
nanocrystals. Of the total dose injected intravenously, about 15.87 ±
11.82% was measured at the ﬁrst data point (15 min) in the blood, compared with 0.42 ± 0.12% of untreated nanocrystals and 2.89 ± 0.24% of
Taxol reported previously [12].
Table 2 shows the comparison of pharmacokinetic (PK) properties
determined of PTX nanocrystals. Of pure PTX NCs, data was taken
from our previous study results [12]. Of both in vivo experiments to
evaluate the pure and F68-coated nanocrystals, there were four animals
that were examined at each time point. From the PK results, it is apparent that F68-PTX-NCs achieved a larger AUC (N 2 folds) and a longer retention time (N 1.4 folds), whilst PTX-NCs were more quickly eliminated
from circulation. Based on the clearance of pure and F68-coated PTX
nanocrystals, which were 668.1 ± 553.1 g/h/kg vs. 137.3 ± 136.8 g/h/
kg, respectively, there was 5 times more of plasma being cleared of
pure PTX nanocrystals than coated nanocrystals within the same time
period.
The biodistribution data further indicates that the nanocrystals were
taken up primarily by the liver, followed by the spleen and lungs (Fig. 3).
The data is plotted as the normalized amount of drug in an organ (μg/g).
When the drug amounts are plotted out of the injected dose, close to
40% of the polymer-coated nanocrystals were taken up by the liver
(Fig. 4), down a few percent compared with untreated nanocrystals
[12]. The highest levels of liver deposition by F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs
was about 38%, compared with 42% for pure PTX-NCs. The polymer
treatment of the nanocrystals modestly reduced liver sequestration by
the MPS, likely due to their reduced hydrophobicity and steric shell by
polymer chains. Drug elimination from the liver also occurred more rapidly for the F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs formulation than for the untreated
nanocrystals [12]. Similar tissue distributions were observed in other
organs for the polymer-treated and pure nanocrystal dispersions. No
more than 2% of the injected dose of F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs or pure
PTX-NCs were taken up by the spleen and lungs, respectively, which

Fig. 7. Analysis of mean ﬂuorescence signal in tumor and organs. The results are presented as the mean ± SD (n = 4).
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was higher than Taxol. Less than 1% of the injected dose of F68-3H-PTXICG-NCs or pure PTX-NCs were found in the kidneys, lower than that by
Taxol which was about 1.25% at the ﬁrst data point (15 min).
Moreover, the biodistribution results suggest that the tumor uptake
of F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs showed a graduate increase within the ﬁrst a
few hours of administration (Fig. 5), with a peak drug concentration of
about 0.8% in the HT-29 (at 2 h) and 0.8% in KB (at 6 h), followed by a
steady decrease in tumor-associated drug concentration. The kinetic behavior in the tumor differs from the trend observed in the other organs
and blood, which reached the maximal concentration by 15 min and
monotonically diminished afterwards. The prolonged blood circulation
of polymer-coated nanocrystals contributed to the tumor accumulation,
alone with the liver-captured nanocrystals potentially behaving as “depots” that continued to release the drug back to the systemic circulation
leading to the increased drug concentration in the tumor. We hypothesize that some drug nanocrystals were retained in the tumor and
prevented from returning to the blood and/or lymphatic circulation
due to their size (approximately 200 nm) and elongated morphology.
The total drug accumulation to both tumor sites reached almost 2%,
more than 3 times the concentration by using pure drug nanocrystals
observed in our previous study (in which only HT-29 tumors grew on
the both sides of ﬂank) [12]. Since there was little difference in tumor
accumulation between KB and HT-29 tumors in this study (Fig. 5), we
can attribute the signiﬁcantly increased drug concentration to the polymer coating on the nanocrystals. Still, the proportion of the total
injected dose reaching the tumor was a few percent at maximum, consistent with our earlier ﬁndings that the EPR effect may be limited in this
animal model [12]. The weight-normalized biodistribution data (Fig. 3)
suggests that drug uptake in the tumor was similar to that in the spleen,
but far smaller than the levels found in liver, lungs, or kidneys. The liver
generally weighs 4–5 times heavier than the tumor, but it took up 30–
40 times more drug in comparison. We primarily attribute this difference to the blood ﬂows (rate and volume) in each tissue type, which
is largely determined by the vascular density and organization. The
poorly developed blood vessels of tumor tissue, along with high interstitial ﬂuid pressure, may actually limit drug uptake, with EPR and clearance playing a secondary role. The primary conclusion of this aspect of
the study is that the polymer coating on the nanocrystals promoted a
signiﬁcant increase in tumor accumulation, likely due to the prolonged
blood circulation of the drug delivery system.
3.4. Whole-body bioimaging
The nanocrystals used in the biodistribution study also contained an
NIR dye, ICG, which was physically integrated inside the drug crystals.
Whole-body bioimaging of live animals was then conducted to gain
additional understanding of the drug distribution after nanocrystal
administration. Mice that were treated with F68-3H-PTX-ICG-NCs
were imaged from the dorsal and ventral sides at pre-determined
time points (Fig. 6). ICG ﬂuorescence was monitored throughout
the animal within 15 min of i.v. administration. Rapid distribution
of ﬂuorescence signals throughout an animal is attributed to the
nanocrystal distribution kinetics, because their complete dissolution
is unlikely at this timescale. Note that in vivo dissolution kinetics of
the drug nanocrystals is difﬁcult to determine, but their complete
dissolution under sink conditions in vitro may take several dozens
of minutes (unpublished results). From the ventral side images, the
ﬂuorescent intensity in the liver area was the highest throughout
the experiment, consistent with the drug biodistribution results as
determined by scintillation counting (Figs. 3 and 4). Fluorescence
appeared in the tumors after 1 h and became gradually intensiﬁed
within 1 day. After 24 h, the optical intensities started to fade. The intensity decrease of the tumor was relatively slower than those in
other areas. This seems to be in agreement with the slow clearance
of the drug from tumor sites (Fig. 5). Moreover, the ﬂuorescence of
the HT-29 tumor (under the right arm) was initially stronger than
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that of the KB tumor (under the left arm); however, at later stages
of the experiment, the intensities of the KB tumor became stronger.
These ﬁndings are consistent with the tumor accumulation data
shown in Fig. 5.
3.5. Ex vivo imaging
Upon euthanization of the animals used in the whole-body imaging,
tumors and major organs were excised for both ex vivo ﬂuorescence imaging and scintillation counting. The tissue samples were homogenized
and ﬂuorescent intensities were quantitatively integrated over the processed samples. The results, shown in Fig. 7, indicate that the liver bore
the highest intensities at all of the time points. The ICG ﬂuorescence intensities in the lungs and kidneys were much higher than would be suggested by the drug biodistribution results (Fig. 3). The ﬂuorescence
intensities decreased rapidly in the heart, liver, lungs, spleen, and kidneys, with the tumor-associated intensities gradually increasing and
steadily maintained after 8 h. Compared with the drug biodistribution results (Figs. 3 and 4), the bioimaging data overestimated the
biodistribution in the tumors and produced large discrepancies in the observed tissue association in lungs and kidneys. Similar observations were
made in our previous study of PTX nanocrystals without polymer coating
[12]. It should be noted that the bioimaging results reﬂect the distribution of the NIR dye, ICG, not the drug. ICG alone can be cleared rapidly
with a half-life of 2–4 min in plasma [35–37]. Still, the results at initial
time points may represent the biodistribution of drug nanocrystals because the dye was mostly integrated within the nanocrystals. As the
nanocrystals started to dissolve, the dye molecules could undergo different distribution routes and fates from those of the nanocrystals or dissolved drug molecules. The bioimaging results may thus be used for
estimating the drug distribution in a semi-quantitative fashion.
4. Conclusion
This study examined the inﬂuence of physical adsorption of PEGbased surfactants on PTX nanocrystals and the impact this polymer coating may have on antitumor efﬁcacy and nanocrystal biodistribution. The
nanocrystals demonstrated equal or better treatment efﬁcacy and less
toxicity than Taxol in tumor murine models. Signiﬁcantly prolonged
blood circulation was observed, compared with untreated drug
nanocrystals. Liver uptake of the polymer-treated nanocrystals
remained signiﬁcant and comparable, along with other organs, relative
to the uptake of untreated nanocrystals. Tumor accumulation of the
drug became enhanced by three or four times, most likely due to the
prolonged blood circulation. The absolute amount of drug within the
tumor was nonetheless minor, likely due to poorly developed vasculature and subsequently limited blood ﬂow. In addition, the hybrid
nanocrystals permitted whole-body bioimaging. Ex vivo imaging results
of the tumors and organs agree with the drug biodistribution semiquantitatively. Overall, this study demonstrated the feasibility and treatment beneﬁt of using polymeric surfactants to coat drug nanocrystals.
The impact on treatment efﬁcacy and drug biodistribution was positive.
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